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Language designers seem to regard R as an ugly, inefficient language and hence find its popularity mystifying. See, for example, [3, 4].
I will present four examples from my own work, two large data analyses problems in fisheries, and two more
abstract programming examples. Hopefully these will be of intrinsic interest, but together they encapsulate
why I think useRs find R so invaluable. My thesis is that good data analysis and modelling require the
practitioner to engage interactively with data, and that at some level programming becomes essential to this.
This is essentialy the same message as that presented in Chambers [1, 2], and the same idea implicitly underlies [5]. The popularity of R is primarily due to the way it provides support for this activity, making near
optimal trade-offs. This view is mostly consistent with Cook [3] but there are some important differences.
(The claim that R is necessarily ugly is also disputed!)
Although R may be well suited to meet many contemporary data analysis problems, it will not remain so
indefinitely. I do not attempt to answer the existential question posed in the title, but rather suggest it as one
we should be thinking about, now. I will present some thoughts on a SWOT assessment for R, and suggest
ways we might prepare for a graceful transition to whatever becomes the next phase. Such a new phase, or
phases, will inevitably come as data analysis itself rapidly evolves in both scope and scale.
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